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Abstract I Resume

Aboriginal women, particularly Aboriginal female lone-parents, have been
studied and discussed on a national level only. Studies dealing with
Aboriginal women in metropolitan centres are rare. This study outlines the
socio-economic situation of Aboriginal women living in Toronto, the largest
city in Canada. The catchment area ofthe Native Womens Resource Centre
is mapped and compared to socio-economic patterns of the Census Met
ropoIitan Area. This jve~.~~~J~f3sQ~!C:l1 C:lI1Q...~f3~r"!() '!1i9J)111?9..Y~Jj§.t} ment
~~l?~~i~nced ... OYJJIban.Aborigina! women, .particularly·female,ffine-parentsJ
and suggests that this population is a factor in the increasing feminization
of poverty experienced in Canadian cities today.

La femme aborigeme, et particulierement la femme vivant dans une famille
monoparentale a ete seulement etudiee dans un contexte national. II y a
tres peu d'etudes sur specifiquement la femme aborigene vivant dans les
centres metropolitains. La presente etude adresse la situation socio
economique des femmes aborigenes vivant aToronto, une ville qui contient
la plus grande concentration de peuples aborigenes panni les centres
urbains Canadians. En utilisant la liste d'addresses des clienteles de
"Native Womens Resource Centre," la population desservie par ce centre
est comparee avec la population de Toronto. Cette etude est centree sur
la pauvrete sociale et economique de la femme aborigene, vivant dans une
famille monoparentale et suggere que ce segment de la population est un
facteur significatif dans la feminisation de la pauverete dans les villes
Canadiennes.
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Introduction

Allison M. Williams

~.a~.~9~.~~!tQ_d.ginaLpeQpJes.haYeJ)~~I1t:>,~?~minQ.LJr1:>Clnized for more
thanJ§pyea~~. The urbanization of Aboriginal Canada has brought large
numbers' of Can~da's First Nations people to the cityIAn increased quality
of life has been the main attraction stimulating Aboriginal urbanizationl
Although Aboriginal migrants may have achieved an enhanced quality of
life in the city, many urban Aboriginals and particularly women who are
lone-parents are victims of poverty. The feminization of poverty is the
process by which female-headed families become an increasing proportion
of the low income or poverty population (Abowitz, 1986:209). This can be
explained by a number of factors:

... feminization of poverty is increasing among all races in large
measure as a consequence of the unjustly low wage rates,
part-time work, and lack of security of employment in many
''women's jobs." Other reasons are the shortage of affordable
day-care, the failure of the legal and law enforcement systems
to ensure that men pay the appropriate share of family support
costs following separation and divorce, and the lack of ade
quate pension and pension transfer rights for older women
(yeates, 1990:181).

One of the main reasons for the feminization of poverty since the early
1970s is the growth in the number of unattached individuals, especially
single parents; single-parent families (86 percent which are single parents
with children) increased from 6 percent to 13 percent of all families in
approximately two decades (Gundereson et al., 1990:16). The changing
economic and social structure in the province and country are contributing
to the feminization of poverty, as less resources are being made available
for the poor.

_CenY2Lg1Le~_withth.ei[JQW:::~Q§tput 01tel1low~9uality r~ntal housing
units, shelter the vastmajorityof poor women (Birch~ T9~~f-'rhe--growrng

nUmber of ~b~rigiDalwom~D,§peGiJicallylo~e-p~rents,migr~ti~~... toCana
dian cities is a factor intheincreasing feminization of poverty in urbal1~eas.
Iris women like Aboriginal female lone-parents, alongV\li.!!Un~irchildren,

that constitut~ =t~·!'trlk"·~~Jff~§QQrJii.:jlil5an areas'~(Sidel, 1986). This
research was conducted to explore the social geography ofurban Aboriginal
women through a locational analysis of their residence. It provides an
illustration that the feminization of poverty (yeates, 1990) is clearly occur
ring in central cities, as it verifies that urban Aboriginal women, and
particularly Aboriginal lone-parents, are living in a state of social .arid
economic impoverishment.
O"~~~~~"="~~'~"'=~"~~ _
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While confirming what has been previously assumed to be the marginal
situation of urban Aboriginal women, this research is useful in a number of
ways. First and foremost, this research provides a detailed look at the
residential patterns of Aboriginal women at the local level. Canadian
Aboriginal women; and particularly Aboriginal female lone-parents have
been rarely studied; if they have, it has been at the national level only.
Specific studies on Aboriginal female lone-parents in the large metropolitan
centres of Canada have not yet been undertaken. Toronto is the Canadian
metropolitan centre which holds the largest number of urban Aboriginal
people and is the site of this research. Toronto is the home of the Native
Womens Resource Centre (NWRC) , which generously provided the data
for this research. As possibly the first piece of work devoted to the social
geography of Aboriginal women in the city, this research contributes to the
understanding ofurban Aboriginalwomen, and specifically lone-parents-a
population which little is known. This research further provides insight into
the emerging Aboriginal culture of Canadian cities while contributing to the
knowledge of the spjlJ!~I~c:lI[(mg_~r11ents characteristics of urban Aboriginal
women. The results ofthis work allows the needs of this sub-population to
be better met, as the spatial arrangements of this population can be
employed in locating social services (as discussed herein). This work can
also provide insight into defining the processes of self-government in urban
areas (Peters, 1992).

This paper has been divided into five parts. First, a short demographic
history of Aboriginal urbanization provides the background of the urban
migration process and contextualizes the urban Aboriginal experience. A
brief overview of the problems encountered in the city by Aboriginal mi
grants precedes a discussion of the problems that are particular to urban
Aboriginal women. Aboriginal-specific social service agencies in the city of
Toronto are then discussed in light ofthe urban problems experienced. The
TOrOnf6'case~sfuay'Oflnel"1V\7RC rnakes'-upfhefourH,~sectlon~onfie paper.

The final section is a discussion of the research results.

History of Aboriginal Urbanization
~

~e'demograph!~~istory of Ab~!!9JD,~Ll!r.~,~~~>~~!i~~c}~>9~tario.. >shows
that the trend toward~ Y.rt:>c:lJlli\li~gf()rA~9ri9inalshas been largely influ
eDced by theE;urQ:Canadian,urballizatioo processf Canada's major trans
formation from a rural to an urban society occurred between 1921 and 1931;
since 1931, Canadian urban centres have held the majority of the Canadian
population (Bollman and Briggs, 1991).trhe movement ofAboriginals to the

-- . '~"."'-~."._", .... > ...' .....

cities has shown to be also increasing during this transformation, with
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~~gr:igjp.J~llJf~1:>9r1j;ZC:!t!()rl.particularly accelerating since th~.1950s (Frideres,
1988).~

Euro-Canadian urban population growth from 1951 to 1986 varied by
size of the urban area, with large centres growing more quickly than smaller
centres (Bollman and Briggs, 1991). Most of the growth occurred in the
urban cores of centres with populations of 100,000 and over, resulting in
an increased concentration of population in Canada's Census Metropolitan
Areas. Sixty-five percent of all population growth in the country occurred in
the three largest Census Metropolitan Areas: namely Toronto, Montreal and
Vancouver (Bollman and Briggs, 1991). Migrating Aboriginals have fol
lowed the Canadian mainstream migration trend that has favoured large
metropolitan centres. A large majority ofAboriginals living off-Reserve from
the 1960s have been living in Canada's large metropolitan centres; nearly--.
80 percent of off-Res~rye, }\~~~gi~alslive in large metropolitan centres
(Frideres, 1988). "00. __ ••• '" ", •••• ,

Although Aboriginal migration has followed mainstream migration pat
terns, the processes of Aboriginal urbanization are unique. The Aboriginal
urbanization processes are different from any other culturally-specific ur
banization processes. Aboriginal peoples do not constitute a minority like
other Canadian ethnic groups do; they cannot be grouped in the same
ethnological sense as can other minorities (Nagler, 1975). This is not only
due to the fact that Aboriginal cultures are unique, influencing the perspec
tives which impact decision-making processes and motives for migrating,
but because they have a distinct history in Canada. In addition, the origin
from which many Aboriginal migrants have come is unique; Aboriginal
Reserve communities are very particular living environments where the
overall way of life-encompassing everything from the economy t6 the
political framework-is characteristic only to the homogeneous spaces of
these communities. Membership, identification and association with these
Reserve communities translates into a migrant experience that is signifi
cantly different from any other:

The urban migrant. .. rlOt only leaves a pl~ce ofirl~lienabl~ I~~d

rights, ahome' co'mmunity, .the local domain of one's. cultural
heritage, and a nJral way of life, but also leaves the special
support of federal services. Those federal services may be
negative in their paternalistic and colonial aspects, but they
have provided the only pool of expertise in social services for
Indians (Price, 1979:227).

It is due to these reasons, in addition to the specificity of the culture which
has been highly impacted by Euro-Canadian relations, that a culturally-spe-
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cific orientation is needed in examining Aboriginal urbanization processes
and the impacts of these processes within the city.

When reviewing the contemporary research on Aboriginal migration, it
becomes clear that, overall, "push" factors of the Aboriginal Reserve
communities have been stronger forces than the "pull" factors of the cities
(Denton, 1970; Dosman, 1972; Gerber, 1977; Ryan, 1978; Department of
Indian and Northern Affairs, 1990; Frideres, 1988). Push factors have been
described as the inadequacy of: employment possibilities; commuter serv
ices to centres where employment opportunities exist and; housing and
social services in Aboriginal Reserve communities (Falconer, 1985). Migra
tion is also influenced by trends in the birth rate, as population pressure
impacts on each Reserve community's resources (Siggner, 1986). Popula
tion pressure undoubtedly influences the single major factor underlying the
poor quality of life found on Reserve communities: abject poverty.

Nagler's provincial study, conducted between 1964 and 1966, deter
mined that migration was largely motivated by the poor conditions of Ontario
Reserve communities at that time. He found that Ontario Reserve commu
nities could not provide satisfactory standards of living due to: the depletion
of sustenance resources; the restricted size of the Reserve community;
population growth and; the rising expectations among the Aboriginal popu
lation (Nagler, 1970). The push of life on the Aboriginal Reserve community
was accompanied by the pull of the city; the potential for educational,
economic, political and social benefits prompted movement to the city
(Nagler, 1970). Nagler (1970) found that some urban Aboriginals, even
witho~~jOb~,f?un?~,rl1p~r~~I~beffe"rO"~fportunmes "'-~~~~~~sthe-~Lipport
provi~e? ~y~~lfar~ agen~cies, training progr~ms and ()t~eEf~giJjii~i~"'gvail
able in 'the city than on the Aboriginal Reserve commul1ity. Although not
studied in· depth, 'other possible reasons for deciding to migrate include:
excitement, to escape boredom, reasons for health and retirement, to get
away from family and legal problems, and the difficulty of life on Aboriginal
Reserve communities (Nagler, 1970). Denton (1970), who also studied
migration, concluded that the major factor for migration was employment,
as few opportunities for work existed on Aboriginal Reserve communities.
In addition to those noted by Nagler, Denton (1970) found two other reasons
for migration: those related to marriage and children.

The pull of government incentives, which were channeled through
urbanization programs where training, jobs and opportunities were set up,
were implemented throughout the 1950s and 1960s in the hope that a new
generation of Aboriginals would be strongly influenced by and integrated
into the Euro-Canadian cultural majority in the cities (Falconer, 1985). The
coupling of out-migration together with programs for integration into urban
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areas was an explicit strategy of "assimilation" (Stevenson, 1968; Weaver,
1981). Toronto was the first urban centre chosen to implement the objec
tives of the 1956 Provincial Urban Placement Program.

Although Gerber (1977) has examined selective Aboriginal Reserve
community characteristics and has noted the importance of individual
characteristics, very little is known about the selectivity of individual mi
grants, independent of Aboriginal Reserve communities. Migration differ
entials such as marital status, family status, education, occupation and
stage in the life cycle have not been studied in depth. What is known is that
migrating Aboriginals are relatively young, being concentrated in the under
30 age group (Ministry of Citizenship and Culture, 1983; Denton, 1970). It
has also been shown that the majority of migrants are female (Gerber,
1984). Peters (1992:64) has pointed out the lack of information about the
family status of migrants: "a characteristic which has major implications for
their needs and opportunities on arrival in the city."

When reviewing the many reasons known for migration, such as
employment, education, and economic opportunities, large city size makes
for a greater number of attractive options when compared to smaller
centres. The comparatively large size of Toronto's Aboriginal population is
likely due to the fact that Ontario has had the highest actual number of
off-Reserve Aboriginals when compared to other provinces (Ministry of
Citizenship and Culture, 1983).The existence of a distinct Aboriginal cultural
group with whom to identify is undoubtedly another reason for the attrac
tiveness of large urban centres. As the number of Aboriginal peoples living
in cities has increased, so has the breadth and extent of the problems they
encounter in cities:

... unemployment or sporadic employment, poor housing con
ditions and overcrowded dwellings, lack of basic services,
alcoholism, and ill health ... In addition, several problems such
as high mobility, high crime and arrest rates, prostitution, lack
of family or community support, and overt racism in employ
ment, housing, and general social circumstances are often
more pronounced for native persons... (Wotherspoon and
Satzewich, 1993:98).

The major problems affecting urban Aboriginals all contribute to the socio
economic impoverishment experienced by this group.

Problems in the City

c-In 1978, the Ontario F~~rati~~LQtfIi~nc;t~tliQJ~~OJresrn.ent!f~.c:L!tl~.

rnaj~rpr~bl~'!!§affectingurban.8QQIi911)~1P~opl~.!~~~: ..IiTite~ ..~~~cation,
u'neniplo~yment, inadequate housing, lack' o{cultural awareness, alcohol
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abuse and discrimination (Maidman, 1981 :18). The Ontario Task Force on
Native People In the Oroan Setting was formed to address these problems
(Maidman, 1981). The Task Force saw these six core problems to be
inter-related.

The major problems of low educational achievement and unemploy
ment are the basis of the~,Q.QJ19_rni~fntslrationfelt by Aboriginals living in
the city. Aboriginal students in both the province of Ontario and across the
country show a very high early drop-out rate for children; this results in lower
education levels when compared to the general population (Maidman,
1981). The low education levels are reflected in low-status jobs and high
unemployment rates. When Aboriginals with little education do find jobs,
the wages are low and employment conditions are poor; job insecurity and
temporary work are two such conditions that accompany the low incomes
earned. In terms of average incomes, Aboriginal peoples rank near the
bottom relative to the incomes of other ethnic and racial groups (Gerber,
1990). As compar(3d t~theg~n(3IgIQola[iQPopulation"JhalncomaJe:v:els

of Aborl~in~T~§p,I~'~i~'§}~iQjfj9antIYlower (MaidmaoT,,198,1},contributing to
<'-thecYCTeofpove:~y'"tb,9t"mau~.U(ban... AbariginaJs,J·LOd,tb.eJ"IlS.eJ~e.s.jn. The

economic status of Aboriginals emerges as perhaps the most serious
limiting condition in obtaining satisfactory housing.

The Task Force deterrni[t~d that .la,9~()fgOod aff()rg9bl~bOlJ§ingY'las
~-'-'-'"-'".., ,-, "...... . , .

one of the most serious problems facing urban respondents (Maidman,
1981).·Contributing factors include limited finances and information about
housing availability, as well as discrimination by landlords (Maidman, 1981).
Not surprisingly, Aboriginal home ownership occurs much less than in the
general population. Limited space is the critical feature of the inadequacy
of their housing, .du~ t~.t~·el~9~rf~rTlIlY·~iZeor~bori~~~~I~p·e·6·pTe¥ihen
compared to the Canadian norm (p'~or, 1984). In addition, Aboriginals often
share their horne and other-material resources; this cultural tradition en
sures a means of coping economically (Maidman, 1981).

The Ontario Task Force identified discrimination against Aboriginal
people as a significant factor impeding their integration into urban commu
nities (Maidman, 1981). Discrimination is most likely experienced in social
interactions, such as: attempting to obtain employment and housing, in
involvements with the justice system and, in the educational system (Maid
man, 1981). Other less frequent instances of discrimination, takes place in
encounters with public services, such as social welfare, financial institu
tions, the health care systems and public facilities (Maidman, 1981). Dis
crimination adds to the many social and psychological adjustments that the
Aboriginal migrant must make to city life.
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The frustration felt by Aboriginal migrants is also accompanied by the
difficulty experienced in socially and psychologically adjusting to the city.
The Aboriginals who are relatively new to city life are essentially breaking
loose from their traditional culture, people, history, way of life and care-tak
ing system of the Aboriginal community Reserve. They, like new immi
grants, are entering an environment to which they are, for the most part,
foreign.

Alcohol abuse could be viewed as a symptom of the difficulty of this
cultural transition, as well as the harsh social conditions in which the
majority of urban Aboriginals live. The circular effects of alcohol abuse on
other urban Aboriginal problems are evident in the legal infractions involving
alcohol-related crimes (Maidman, 1981). Alcohol abuse reinforces common
stereotypes about urban Aboriginal peoples:

Urban concer1t~Cltion exacerbates Clnd makes visible problems
which~~are-oiherwise-h~i-dden away on reserves o~t of view of
the general public,s~Ornetimes leading to simplisticconclusiQOs
~uch as natiye peoples are lazy, incompetent, or culturally
unable tO~daptt?a~e'vV enyi~()n~~r1t. But the complex inter
penetration of living conditions with differential labour market,
political, and social circumstances contributes to a complex
array of experiences within broader structures of class, "race,"
and gender given shape by distinct opportunities, resources,
and barriers (Wotherspoon and Satzewich, 1993:99).

The accumulation of these inter-related problems makes for a very high
probability of failure in the urban realm, particularly for women.

Aboriginal Women

Urban Aboriginals as a group live in a disadvantaged socio-economic
position; Aboriginal women, and specifically Aboriginal female lone-parent
families, comprise the most disadvantaged component of this group. The
central problems of low educational achievement, consequent unemploy
ment and resultant lack of financial resources which characterize Aboriginal
women do not assist in effectively coping with city life.

Gerber (1990) uses Canadian census data for 1986 to reveal that the
most disadvantaged Canadians, in terms of educational attainment, labour
force participation and income, are members of visible minorittes, female
and specifically Aboriginal. Gerber determined that Aboriginal women are
doubly disadvantaged because they are female and belong to a minority
group (Gerber, 1990).
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Analysis of the 1986 census shows that Indian and Metis women were
less educated than their male counterparts, and were much less educated
when compared to all Canadian women (because of the cost of specific
up-to-date census data, the published 1986 statistical information is used
herein). An average of 35.4 percent of all Aboriginal women had less than
grade nine education, as compared to 7.7 percent of all Canadian women.
A total of 68.3 percent of Canadian females had received education past
grade nine (i.e. secondary certificate, trade diploma, non-university certifi
cate, university degree, or post-secondary certification), compared to 29.2
percent of Aboriginal women (Statistics Canada, 1990:191). Although
Aboriginal women are at least as likely to have finished university as their
male counterparts, the trade and other non-university education that Can
ada's Aboriginal women attain is reflected in the traditional female "ghetto"
occupations with which they are employed (Pryor, 1984:38). They are not
found working in trades, as are the majority of working Aboriginal men, but
rather are found working in the typically female, lower paying clerical and
services occupations. Gerber (1990) notes that occupational segregation
by gender is highly evident and, to some extent, exaggerated in the
employment experience of Aboriginals, since these women who have
received their post-secondary training are usually employed in pink-collar
occupations. The degree of education is not only related to the amount of
occupational segregation, but is also connected to the labour-force partici
pation rate, unemployment rate and average income.

The labour-force participation rates (those working or actively looking
for work) for Aboriginals are roughly 15 percentage points lower than that
ofthe general Canadian population. Further, Aboriginal female participation
rates are about 20 percent points lower than the corresponding male rates
(Statistics Canada, 1990). Unemployment rates appear to be equally
dismal: they are up to three times higher for Aboriginals than for the overall
Canadian population. The full-time, full year employment rates for Aborigi
nal males and females are roughly half those for the general Canadian
population (Statistics Canada, 1990).

Both Aboriginal males and females have income levels which are lower
than those of their fellow Canadians, and Aboriginal females consistently
have lower incomes than their male counterparts and fellow Canadian

females. 9f persons_r.eQQrtiIJgjn~~r'!"!~~i~~~!~~§~L~J:~Qri~loal't!Qm.~n~§...m~dian

i~~~rTl~.Of $6~1?Ea~k~. ~~~lgvtJ~~.QJ~9i~!) ..~~~~ ..2!.~~§~~JQL6Q.9.rigjlUi.1
rtt~,.!}_~"§!n_(:t ..§I~~2Q.t:.fQLI!.QJl:t.PQdgjn~l.vt~.r:!!~n.~ .....~ndi~~?~~lt on~.:t~i~9Jhe
mediCiQinGQme.Qt$29QQLfQI_nQn:~PQrjgiJHllm~n (Statistics Canada,
1990). City-dwelling Aboriginal peoples may be even worse off than their
Reserve community counterparts, as those in the city are more dependent
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upon income for purchasing goods and cannot supplement income with
other food stuffs and resources (e.g. hunted food), as can be done on
Aboriginal Reserve communities.

The central problems of low educational achievement, consequent
unemployment and resultant lack of financial resources are also accompa
nied by specific concerns that are characteristic of women in the city.
Maidman has defined these additional problems as: limited skills, limited
information (legal advice, women's services, birth control, family life and
parenting), lack ofday care, frequency offamily violence, lone-parent status
and depression (Maidman 1981 :27). Aboriginal women new to urban life
have limited "city-skills," such as how to find an apartment or a job, how to
use public transport, how to cope with traffic, crowds and the pace of city
life. As well as lacking the expertise in city living, they often have never
learned how to juggle motherhood and work at the same time. Day-care,
with its inaccessibility and cost, is a necessity for mothers who have to work.
The problems experienced by off-Reserve Aboriginals are clearly most
intense for women:

High costs ofhousing and other living expenses, combined with
inadequate or inaccessible community services, especially for
women with young children, compound the dilemmas of unem
ployment and low-wage work. Several other factors interact to
make life difficult for off-reserve and urban native women,
including the amount of time women tend to be engaged in
domestic labour and child-care activities and the matriarchal
traditions of many native societies, which place added burdens
on women ... (Wotherspoon and Satzewich, 1993:102).

The growing prevalence offemale lone-parents is evident in the impov
erished lives most of these women lead (Gunderson et aJ., 1990; National
Council on Welfare, 1985). Lone-parent status is one problem that is more
common in the city than on the Aboriginal Reserve communities, as its
occurrence is significantly higher in urbanized areas of Canada (White,
1985:22). Similar to Gerber's (1990) descriptive term of urban Aboriginal
women living in "double jeopardy, II Aboriginal lone-parent women living in
the city can be described as living in ''triple jeopardy."

Although the situation of urban Aboriginal women is very disadvan
taged, "formal services are seriously inadequate in most cities, while
informal community supports have been eroded or left behind for women
who leave the reserves" (Wotherspoon and Satzewich, 1993:102). The
inadequacy of formal services is due to the federal government opposing
funding programs for urban Aboriginals on the ground that once urban
Aboriginals leave the Reserve community, they cease to be the govem-
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ment's responsibility. Aboriginal women, specifically those who reside in
the city as lone-parents, are the hardest hit in terms of their ability to cope
in the city.

Social Services in the City

A number of social service agencies have evolved in response to the
needs of urban Aboriginals; these agencies have become more numerous
over the years, reflecting the increasing numbers of Aboriginals migrating
to cities. The first centre established is now called th~ati,,-~_ CCLr]~"Qjpn

Centre of Toronto. It is presently located on 16 Spadina Road, in the
downtowr'lcoreofToronto (Bloor and Spadina). This Centre, established
in 1962, became the third Friendship Centre in Canada, following the lead
of Winnipeg, and then Vancouver-all of which are partly funded by federal
funds. The objective of these Centres is to ease the transition to urban life.
The services provided do not distinguish between-thecaleg6riesOrSfalus
and non-Status Indians and Metis, as their functions are aimed at Aboriginal
peoples as a whole; theYJ~J~<!~~QE~f?:i!'1~~nfLI~f~rra(,,'$e[YIG~$:~~g9Yrt

-cippe-ararl'§e-C6-lTrl~·elin.~,.. n1~~.ti ~g ... f~~iliti.~s, ....~n~ ..~r~.~~ ...tr~i~i.ng. Tbe.g~ntre
~~~ti nu~ tq~g~~.c:l.~~:p~~i!i:,~ .. f~ir~f3ir'l.·m~Intatl]ing~~li~tii~Yf3l()pJngJ~~~rQQg
A~~riginc:llg~I!~r~Jjg.f3QtjlY,,'!YjlbjILM~!rQJlQlil~o.Toror!Q.;, More than a dozen
other Aboriginal-specific social service agencies have since been estab
lished in Toronto. Services encompass emergency shelter, long-term resi
dence, rehabilitation for drug use, mental health care and, skills training.

The majority of these Aboriginal-specific agencies are located in the
inner city. The close proximity of each of these Aboriginal-specific social
service agencies suggests that the ~Q~~9if3§G():()e~~~te,thereby forming a
netw2~_,~.!~~,~istan.~e. The concentrated io~tion -of the majority of these
Aboriginal-specific social service agencies in the downtown core also
suggests that an Aboriginal enclave or neighbourhood may exist in the inner
city. A few of these agencies are gender specific, such as the NVVRC and
the Anduhyaun shelter for women, and the Na-Me-Res shelter for men.
These agencies meet the particular demands of these sub-populations,
acknowledging that different gender groups are faced with different chal
lenges while in the city.

The Native Womens Resource Centre meets many of the needs of
Aboriginal women in Toronto. The NVVRC services all women, whether
clients are new to the urban realm or are more established city dwellers.
The idea of a womens centre first began in the fall of 1984, when a group
of Aboriginal women began meeting on a regular basis to discuss their
concems about the lack of appropriate and adequate services for Aboriginal
women in Toronto. These women believed that the task of empowering
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Aboriginal women must be done by and for Aboriginal women, as set forth
below:

For native women, ourwork to empower ourselves begins with
overcoming generations of learned oppressed behav
iours... The native centre is a nurturing place for personal

r em~owerme.nt. [It is a] tool for survival I can develop for myself
and pass on to my children (NWRC, 1991).

Furthermore, an increased desire had been developing among Aboriginal
women to meet the apparent need for a "safe" communal space where
support and training could improve the social and economic conditions of
their lives.

In the same year of its inception, rental space in the basement of a
building in the eastern part of the downtown core was offered free of charge
to this small group of Aboriginal women, who then firmly established the
~V\lRC. The mission of the Centre is to assist Aboriginal women in the city
of Toronto. The Centre operate~?~ a chari!~~I~e~u~ational and social
institution?nqJ>rovides .. referrglsan(j . inf()rrl]~fiQng~9ut pr9gf?rTl~and

service~'~'~elevant .t?~~origir1gl .. '!Y9rnen's spiritLJ?I,~phy~icaL§Q9Lgi~.and
economic well being and development (NWRC, 1991 :3). The Centre is
basedonfraditional Aboriginal teachings, which are promoted in the
programs, and services offered by the Aboriginal staff members. The staff
includes an executive director, a family worker/counselor, a community
worker, a life-skills/crisis worker, and a literacy co-ordinator. Because the
Centre cannot possibIYrn~~t~U~equests and needs, it has'established

-m-ulually supportive working relationships with other social organizations,

s~~~~2-?<~~.9IQ.YP§JbfQughQutthecity.
Many Aboriginal women are in transition, either from an Aboriginal

Reserve community to a city, or from one city to another. To meetthe needs
of this transitional group, the Centre provides emergency short-term serv
ices, as well as a long-term supportive service. Emergency services include
assistance with welfare, housing, employment, day care, food, clothing, and
household items. Emergency services also assist women who are being
abused. Long~terrTlser\(iges include counseling and support ~eryiqE:}~suc;h
as: crisis Inter'\lentio~,farnily (~()LJ~ slJPP9rtL .gqYQQ(lQY,lJrb(lJLQfi.~nlB1Lon,
trc[u~Ing;lob j:ireparation and~ rnanagement, employment searcO,.resume
J~r~pgrati()_n,?n(Lchild welfare. Referral and follow-up is also provided for
all services. Ongoing activities include a literacy program, Aboriginal
w0'1len'~i~s~es Y"()r~s~?ps,community outrea~h, skills training, discussion
and support-grolips, heading and crafts"-gro'up, and field trips (NWRC,
1991 :4). The problems specific to Aboriginal women, and particularly
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Aboriginal women lone-parents can be clearly addressed with help from the
NWRC.

The Case of Aboriginal Women in Toronto

Research Methodology

Before over viewing the formal research methodology, it is important to
define how this research was approached. The approach was practical or
applied, and had a participatory lean. As is thoroughly discussed in Kirby
and McKeena's book (1989), good practical research is participatory;
priority is given to the voices of the participants in an egalitarian research
process. This approach proved to be a challenge at first but, in the end,
worked out well for all involved. When the "research" project was first
discussed with the staff, most of whom were Aboriginal, they quickly
became defensive as they felt that they, as Aboriginal people, had been
"researched to death," and that in the process, had reaped few benefits.
They pointed out that much of the research conducted on Aboriginal
peoples was produced in a manner which represents the political and social
interests of the dominate group. "Research" was therefore seen as "a tool
of domination which has helped perpetuate and maintain current power
relations of inequality" (Kirby and McKenna, 1989:17). It took much effort
to nurture a trusting working relationship with the executive staff at the
Centre. Over the course of a year, innumerable visits were made to the
NWRC in order for the staff to understand and feel comfortable and trusting
of me, as (1) a person and, (2) a researcher. These visits made me aware
of my positionality as a researcher, as I was very aware ofthe privilege that
I had as a White educated woman who was raised within an urban sphere.
It was continuously stressed that the research proposed was "not research
on them, but research by, for, and with them" (Kirby and McKenna,
1989:28). As will be seen, trust was eventually established and a mutually
beneficial relationship ensued.

Although not normal practice, the Centre made available the family
status and residential location of clients that were on file. This data is very
unique, as it is virtually impossible to get gender-specific data for Aborigi
nals in Metropolitan Toronto. Although the ideal sample would have been
the location and family status of all Aboriginal women in Toronto, difficulty
in data availability permits this case study to focus on the NWRC clientele
only. Although the sample is biased to the catchment area of the NWRC, it
represents the only available data particular to Aboriginal women in
Toronto. The fact that the data are so unique and so inaccessible verifies
the many quantitative problems that exist in its use.
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The data set is made up of a list of 88 entries. The majority of the users
listed were repeat users, and the remaining were new users throughout the
months of March, April and May, 1991. These 88 entries were, undoubtedly,
only a percentage of the Centre's clients, as staff shortages curtailed the
thorough recording of all users. It is possible that, due to migration elasticity,
many of the women who were on file may have since moved elsewhere, as
studies point to the fact that a great degree of variability exists in the length
Aboriginals stay in the city (Nagler, 1970; Denton, 1970; Guilleman, 1978;
Stanbury, 1975; Peters, 1984; Lithman, 1984; McCaskill, 1979; Frideres,
1988; Siggner,1980).

As mentioned, the benefits of the research were made very clear for
the Centre's staff; conducting a locational analysis of the Centre's clientele
would assist them in determining the new location of the NWRC, as they
were planning on moving to a bigger "home." The sample was divided into
three categories according to family status: 1) female lone-parents; 2)
women with partners (with or without children) and; 3) single women (no
children). Each of the 88 entries was located and marked on a map of
downtown Toronto, differentiating each ofthe three family status categories.
Following the construction of a framed, wall-sized map of the Centre's
catchment area, where the residential location of clients were mapped, I
was asked to assist in searching out a new building for the Centre. With the
catchment area in mind, the Executive Director of the NWRC, myself and
a real estate friend sought out possibilities for a new building to house the
NWRC.

The living conditions of the sample of Aboriginal women is explored
through comparing the mapped residential patterns of the clients with the
1986 distributions of socio-economic indicators (income and unemploy
ment) compiled by Statistics Canada (1990). The limitations of these
ecological correlations include the assumption that is made about continuity
of data; it is assumed that because these Aboriginal women live in the areas
characteristic of certain socio-economic indicators they, as individuals and
as a cultural group, are also characteristic of these indicators. The poor
availability of individual socio-economic data of the sample of Aboriginal
women represented in this study disallows such a detailed ecological study
to be conducted. Such data could only be acquired through using ethno
graphic research methods. Although I would have liked to interview the
clients, such a procedure was seen by the executive staff as broaching
confidentiality.
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Data Analysis

The majority of the users, making up 46 percent of the total, are female
lone-parents. Next are the single women who make up 43 percent of the
total, followed by those women with a partner, who comprise 11 percent of
the total. This confirms the research which note that women, and particularly
lone-parents are most impoverished (Gundereson et al., 1990), as lone
parents make up the largest percentage of the sample of users of the
NWRC. The spa~ial distribution of the residential locations of each of the
three categories [please refer to Map 1: Spatial Distribution of Clients,
Native Womens Resource Centre (Metropolitan Toronto, 1991)] will now
be described, with special emphasis on the largest female lone-parent
category.

The marginal living conditions of these urban Aboriginal women is
revealed in the similarity of the residential patterns of clients with the 1986
Statistics Canada distributions of socio-economic indicators reflecting pov
erty (1990). The spatial distribution of the Aboriginal women clientele [Map
1: Spatial Distribution of Clients, Native Womens Resource Centre (Metro
politan Toronto, 1991)] clearly sho~§_~-..9onc~!l!I.~!jQn....rnaking"!JJt5.gJLE;i[cent
of the total sample, in ttfuJ10WJlt.o.wn£.Q.l:e-{GeAtr.alcit}!). This concentration
iS10und east ofY~-~g; Street, West of Coxwell Avenue, North of Queen
Street and South of Bloor Street, which turns into Danforth Avenue. The
majority of single Aboriginal women (61 percent) live in this area, with the
bulk west of the Don Valley Parkway. Almost half of all Aboriginal female
lone-parents live in this area. A marked concentration of Aboriginal female
lone-parents (18 percent) live in the vicinity of Queen Street and Pape
Avenue, the home of a YWCA that offers independent living (1 year leases)
at minimal cost for women with and without children. Aboriginal women
living with a partner in this delimited downtown area make up 40 percent of
those in this category. The majority of Aboriginal-specific social service
agencies (focusing on the Aboriginal population) in Toronto are also con
centrated in the central city, indicating a strong need for such services in
the downtown core.

As with the remaining women in the lone-parent and single women
categories, the spatial distribution of those Aboriginal women with a partner
living outside this delineated central city is in the form of a crescent shaped
"U," situated in a shape similar to a smile [Map 1: Spatial Distribution of
Clients, Native Womens Resource Centre (Metropolitan Toronto, 1991)].
The delimited downtown core makes up the belly of the crescent shape
fonned by the spatial distribution ofthe NWRC clientele. The single women
living outside the core area are dispersed more readily to the west, as they
stretch up into Etobicoke. Those Aboriginal lone-parents not living in the
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core are dispersed both east and west, but more commonly to the east, with
8 percent living in Scarborough, in the vicinity of Gabriel Dumont Non-Profit
Homes (an Aboriginal-specific housing project). Thirty-five percent of these
lone-parents are located east of Coxwell Avenue, but west of Victoria Park,
so they are living in the immediate boundaries of the downtown core.

The crescent-shaped "U" formed by the spatial distribution of clientele
of the NWRC in Metropolitan Toronto corresponds to the same crescent
shape formed by various socio-economic indicators compiled by Statistics
Canada for the Toronto Census Metropolitan Area (1990). The high inci
dence of low income households in 1986 is illustrated in Map 2 [Private
Households Receiving Government Transfer Payments (Metropolitan
Toronto, 1986)] form the familiar crescent shape as shown in the spatial
distribution ofthe clientele ofthe NWRC. This crescent shape is also evident
in the high unemployment rate in 1986 (Map 3: Unemployment Rate in
Metropolitan Toronto, 1986) and, the same crescent-shaped "U" shows
residents total aggregate income being made up of a high precentage of
government transfer payments in 1986 (Statistics Canada, 1990). By
comparing Map 1 [Spatial Distribution of the Clients, Native Womens
Resource Centre (Metropolitan Toronto, 1991)] with Map 2 [Private House
holds Receiving Government Transfer Payments (Metropolitan Toronto,
1986)] and Map 3 (Unemployment Rate in Metropolitan Toronto, 1986), it
is clear that the crescent shape of each distribution readily corresponds to
the others. The NWRC clientele are therefore contained within this low
income and high unemployment area.

Discussion

Toronto's central city makes up the core of the crescent shaped
distributions of low socio-economic indicators such as low income house
holds and high unemployment rate. These crescent-shaped distributions
reflect a remarkable likeness to the distribution of the NWRC clientele,
demonstrating that the process ofthe feminization of poverty (yeates, 1990)
is clearly occurring in the central city. In Murdie's social-ecological study of
Metropolitan Toronto, this area of the city is called Trinity and known as a
low income, older, more compact area which has traditionally acted as the
city's immigrant reception area (1969). There is consistent evidence that
Canadian inner city areas contain disproportionate concentrations of less
educated, low-income, and unemployed persons (McLemore et al., 1975;
Ray, 1976; Broadway, 1989).

The feminization of poverty occurs to a different degree for minority
women, such as Aboriginal women who were classified by Gerber as the
most "doubly disadvantaged." The high percentage (46%) of Aboriginal
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women lone-parent clients in the sample demonstrates that this group more
commonly uses the NWRC and is, therefore, likely to have the greatest
need. In contrast, Aboriginal women with a partner show least need, as they
only represented 11 percent ofthe total sample; they are also located in the
furthest edges ofthe crescent-shape. The high concentrations ofAboriginal
female lone-parents living in low-cost housing, such as the YWCA and the
Gabriel Dumont Non-Profit Homes, further establishes the marginal condi
tion of this Aboriginal sub-group.

Female-headed lone-parent families, which constitute one of the major
categories of Canada's poor, are over-represented in the sample. In 1986,
while 10 percent of all Canadian families were headed by a lone-parent
mother, the comparable proportion among Aboriginal families was 16
percent (National Council on Welfare, 1985:113). The high incidence of
female lone-parent families in urban areas (White, 1985) can be explained
by various push and pull factors.

As in all Aboriginal migration, push factors partly explain why female
lone-parent families migrate. One factor is that women appear to have a
stigma attached to being a lone-parent, either on the Aboriginal Reserve
community or in rural areas (Falconer, 1985). This stigma most likely
translates into the community giving low priority to the needs ofthese female
lone-parent families. As an example, Silman (1987) reported that Aboriginal
women who were lone-parents had difficulty obtaining housing and money
for housing repairs. Push factors specific to women are further confirmed
by Peters (1984), who identifies a number of problems on the Aboriginal
Reserve communities, including: lack of housing, difficult living conditions,
lack of employment opportunities, lack of medical care and personal
problems. Another determining factor in Aboriginal migration is the pull
factor of the city: employment opportunities and child resources are two
attractions characteristic of the city (Peters, 1984:9). The power of these
push and pull factors are enhanced by the fact that most Aboriginal single
mothers, like many single mothers in Canadian society, do not usually
receive support (financial or other) from the men involved (Ryan, 1978).
This is especially problematic when Aboriginal family sizes are larger than
the Canadian average.

Aboriginal female lone-parent families are more likely to have more
children than non-Aboriginal lone-parent families (Pryor, 1984). The aver
age size of the Canadian Aboriginal female lone-parent family was 3.3
persons in 1981, compared to the non-Aboriginal female lone-parent family
average of2.7 persons (Pryor, 1984:14). Acknowledging that family income
generally increases with a greater number of persons, Pryor has shown
that, on average, the increase in family income per additional family
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member for non-Aboriginals is substantially larger than the increase in the
average family income for Aboriginals. Not surprisingly, Aboriginal female
lone-parent families are at the bottom of the income scale, receiving on
average, less than two-thirds of the income of their non-Aboriginal counter
parts (Pryor 1984:15).

The desperate situation ofAboriginal lone-parent women-which make
up one, if not the most disadvantaged groups in Canadian society-is
characterized as financially and socially impoverished. This condition
makes them even more liable to the social ills that already inflict many urban
Aboriginals, prominent among which are: alcohol abuse, family violence,
criminal infractions and depression. The Toronto case study of the users of
the NWRC has allowed the unique situation of Aboriginal women, and
particularly female lone-parent families to be more closely examined.

Conclusions

Both Euro-Canadians and Aboriginal Peoples have historically per
ceived greater economic opportunities in large cities as compared to
smaller ones; the same is still true today, as metropolitan centres across
Canada are viewed as the most attractive destinations. Toronto is Canada's

-.__._~'---

metropolitan centre ~iththe.. ~r(3atest ~..~rn~e,~()!i~~abitClJJt~.,jo~lU.ding.lhe
largeSfconcentrafio~n-ofurbim·Abori9i"riafs·. "As the number of Aboriginals
·iiving··rn·~fne·CTfYfiave··incre·ase(r:sotoo··have the problems specific to this
population. The major problems affecting urban Aboriginals-limited edu
cation, unemployment, and discrimination-all contribute to the socio-eco
nomic impoverishment experienced by this group. Aboriginal-specific social
service agencies have become more numerous as the growing number of
Aboriginal migrants has led to a greater need for such services. Aboriginal
women and particularly those Aboriginal women residing in the city as
lone-parents live in a unique urban milieu. The impoverished situation of
Aboriginal women lone-parents, as set forth in the Canadian literature cited,
has been illustrated by a Toronto case study of women who have sought
help from the NWRC. The urbanization of Aboriginal female lone-parents
continues to be a factor in the feminization of pov~rty in Toronto, as is likely
similar in other Canadian cities.

The research findings presented in this paper contributes to the knowl
edge of the Aboriginal female population, specificallX the female lone-par
ent population in the city of Toronto. It points to the need for
Aboriginal-specific services in the core of the city, particu.larly those specific
to female lone-parents. The detailed information pertaining to the spatial
characteristics of this population have already been of use in locating the
new NWRC. The correlation of the location of Aboriginal lone-parent
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residences with areas of low income and high unemployment point to the
need for specific services, such as job-training, to be offered. Clearly formal
services are seriously inadequate. With the federal and provincial restruc
turing of services, the increased availability of services is highly question
able. The establishment of urban self-government may be the only hope in
receiving adequate services and resources.

Because only a meager amount of information about Aboriginals living
in the city exists, data such as the number and spatial distribution of
Aboriginals in Canadian Cities needs to be thoroughly researched in order
to better plan for residential and social services. There is a need for survey
research which explores why Aboriginal women migrate, how they choose
the cities and residences that they live in, and how they manage to cope in
the city. Broader questions dealing with the macro-environment of the city
should also be investigated. How do Aboriginal migrants impact on the
configuration of the city? What do we know about the institutions and broad
patterns of relationships formed and shaped by Aboriginals as they become
socially organized in their new milieu? Information such as this could further
contribute to understanding the evolving and growing urban Aboriginal
culture, as well as have implications for processes of self-government in
urban areas (Peters, 1992).
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Notes

1. In this paper, the term "Aboriginal peoples" will extend to all of
Canada's First Peoples, recognizing that there are many differences
between them.

2. Population growth in Canadian urban areas shows variation by size
of urban area, with large centres growing more quickly than smaller
centres; most ofthe growth has occurred in centres with populations
of 100,000 and over, resulting in population concentrations in Can
ada's Census metropolitan Areas (Bollman and Briggs, 1991). In the
period between'1951 to 1986,65 percent of the country's population
growth occurred in the three largest Census metropolitan areas:
Toronto, Montreal and Vancouver (Bollman and Briggs, 1991).
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3. Migration due to children was of two types: some parents believed
that city life had more to offer, while others followed their children
who had been taken into custody by the Children's Aid Society
(Denton, 1970).

4. The program was extended to the provincial north in 1958, when a
placement officer was appointed to North Bay.

5. The majority of Canada's registered Aboriginalswho live off-Reserve
are women (54.7 percent in 1986), compared with less than half who
live on Aboriginal Reserve communities (Larocque and Gauvin,
1989).

Due to the significant growth of the registered Indian population since
the reinstatement process under Bill C-31, the proportion of off
Reserve Aboriginals has increased from nearly 22 percent in 1967
to 41 percent in 1992 (Indian and Northern Affairs, 1993).

6. Friendship Centres were formed not in opposition to state policies,
but rather in order to accommodate Aboriginals into urban social
relations and support systems; these Centres facilitated the state
policy of Aboriginal urbanization (Wotherspoon and Satzewich,
1993).

7. The Centre has since been moved into a larger building further west
on Gerrard Street. This has allowed the expansion of many programs
and resources.

8. The problem of inferring characteristics of individuals from aggregate
data referring to a population is called an ecological fallacy
(Johnston, 1991 :115).
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